An integration design of gas exchange, bubble separation, and flow control in a space cell culture system on board the SJ-10 satellite.
Pathophysiological changes of astronauts under space microgravity involve complex factors and require an integrative perspective to fully understand the mechanisms. The readouts from space cell biology experiments strongly depend on the hardware and especially the cell bioreactor that is used in distinct spacecraft. Herein, a specialized cell culture bioreactor is designed for culturing mammalian cells on board the SJ-10 satellite. This hardware focuses mainly on satisfying the requirements of gas exchange, bubble separation, and flow control, as well as their functional and structural integration on cell culture within the technical and environmental constraints of the spacecraft platform under microgravity. A passive bubble separator is constructed and is connected in series to an individual cell culture chamber to remove the bubbles that were produced in orbit during cell growth. A moderate flow rate is preset to provide sufficient mass transfer and low shear stress in a well-designed flow circuit. Together with other modules of temperature control, in situ microscopic imaging, and online imaging acquisition, this novel space cell culture system is successfully used to culture human endothelial cells and rat bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells in the SJ-10 mission. The advantages and shortcomings of the integration design are discussed for this type of the hardware.